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Getting Started
Using our booklets

Revitaled booklet content has been designed to provide you with key
information on community resources, share tools to help you reach your
goals, and enhance your capacity building process through knowledge
dissemination, and activities. Our booklets also have optional note-taking
boxes that you can use to jot down ideas, and summarize relevant content
for personal learning.

Terms of Use
Last updated January, 2022
By using this booklet and other relevant materials associated with this
booklet, you agree that:
1. Revitaled Reintegration Services maintain the rights to the intellectual
property of these materials unless stated otherwise.
2. You agree to the use of these course materials for research or
educational purposes only and agree that you will not use them for
commercial or monetary gain unless you receive clear and explicit
consent from the author.
3. If you are using these materials for your own work, you will provide the
appropriate citations and references for Revitaled Reintegration Services.
We reserve the right, in our sole discretion, to make changes or modifications
to these Terms of Use at any time and for any reason.

If you have any questions please email: info@revitaled.ca
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Getting Started
Disclaimer

Revitaled Reintegration Services wants to make it abundantly clear that we
are not employment experts or specialist. This resume and cover letter
language building guide was developed based on our experiences, research,
and time learning from employment experts on what a successful resume
and cover letter can look like.
We cannot guarantee that those who use this guide will find employment or
that this will help to obtain a job that you are pursuing. Hiring practices vary
from employer to employer, and these variances change depending on the
hiring manager or human resources officer who is screening and selecting
candidates.
If you want to speak with an employment specialist or someone who can
provide you with one-on-one support as you build or draft your resume,
please do not hesitate to contact a Revitaled Program Facilitator at
info@revitaled.ca. We can provide both in house support and referrals for the
closest employment specialist near you.
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ABOUT US

About Us
Revitaled Reintegration Services is a non-profit
organization based in Durham Region that provides
support programs and services to those navigating
the criminal justice system across Ontario. We work
with:
•

Inmates that are currently incarcerated

•

Those who have been incarcerated and are now
on release (i.e., releasees, parolees)

•

Those who have received non-imprisonment
sentences (i.e., probation)

•

Victims and survivors of crime

•

Those who have lost someone due to criminal
activity.
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ABOUT US

About Us
We understand that the criminal justice system is
challenging for many individuals to maneuver,
especially when trying to cope with life-changing
circumstances. The overarching vision
for Revitaled Reintegration Services is quite simple: to
build positive and healthy communities for all. Leading
with faith, awareness, and empathy, we aim to foster
restoration and healing, while rebuilding healthy
communities.
We aim to accomplish this mission by working towards
goals that focus on supporting growth and
development of individuals and communities.
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ABOUT US

Our
Approach
Our approach is:

• Culturally-Informed: Through referrals, and consultation with
community and industry leaders, we work with other organizations to
create solutions for clients that are focused on the relationship
between culture and identity. We also aim to understand how this
relationship impacts healing processes for clients.
• Collaborative: Through referrals and consultation with community
partners and leading experts, we work with other organizations to
create ideal and individualized solutions for clients.
• Holistic: Physical, mental, spiritual, cultural, and social health and
wellness are integral parts of our programming, as we aim to help
clients grow at all parts of the self.
• Person-Centered: Revitaled offers personal programming plans that
are designed to meet each client's unique set of needs.
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ABOUT US

Our
Services

Outreach Initiatives
We engage in outreach activities to provide vulnerable populations
with access to resources that are critical to their growth and
development. Our outreach campaigns also facilitate community
linkages between vulnerable and at-risk populations, and social

service providers.

Resource Development
We develop resources for the community and criminal justice
practitioners. Our community resources are designed to help
individuals understand the available tools and community programs
they can utilize for support. Additionally, we aim to enhance
community members’ capacity for positive growth and development.
The resources we provide for practitioners aim to help them
understand how they can better support the communities they work
with.
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ABOUT US

Our
Services
Mental Health and Counselling
Our mental health and counselling services are offered through our
in-house “counsellingship” program. Our unique counsellingship
program provides mental health and counselling support using an
approach that blends the broadly focused, informal aspects of
mentorship with the goal-oriented aspects of counselling. Like
counselling, one of the main focuses of our counsellingship program
is to encourage self-understanding and self-acceptance in the lives
of our clients.

Housing Support Program
Housing is a critical component of recovery and reintegration. Our
housing support program assists clients as they find, secure, and
maintain long-term housing.
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ABOUT US

Our
Services
Employment Support Program
Our employment support program supports clients as they find, secure,
and maintain long-term employment. For most of our programming for
employment, we work in tandem with employment agencies to offer
clients a network of reliable and knowledgeable sources for support. We
offer clients who come to us for employment support with foundational
assistance.

Everyday Living Assistance
Our everyday living assistance program helps clients to learn how to do
tasks that are crucial to their ability to function independently and
positively. Through interdependent coaching, resource sharing,
workshops, activities, and an array of learning opportunities, clients can
build important life. Through this diverse support we help clients build a
sense of confidence and enhanced community connections.
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ABOUT US

Our
Services
H.A.L (Hope After Loss) Program
H.A.L is a community-led program. It is a network of partners who will
assist individuals navigate community spaces and receive support.
Within the H.A.L program, we aim to accomplish two things. First, we
connect individuals with essential resources, and help them navigate
institutions and bureaucracies in their community, such as Durham
Children’s Aid Society, for example.
Secondly, H.A.L aims to connect individuals with others who are
experiencing similar challenges. This aspect of H.A.L facilitates healing
through community connection. We believe that receiving
multifaceted support from peers and growth-oriented services helps
individuals to tap into their power, strengthen relationships, and
reclaim their independence.
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The Cover
Letter

Cover Letter and Resume-Building Guide
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The Cover
Letter
What is it?

A cover letter is a short letter that you submit alongside your resume or CV
for a job application. Its purpose is to briefly introduce you to your potential
new employer by summarizing your experience and illustrating how you
are fit for the job.
When a cover letter is requested by the hiring manager, it is because they
want to gauge a good understanding of who you are and what you can
bring to the team. Most of the time, a hiring manager will determine
whether or not they will read your resume based on what is written is your
cover letter.
A cover letter won’t always be requested by the hiring manager;
nevertheless, it is always good to write one. A cover letter helps you to
stand apart from other applicants. Take the time to write one, especially
when it’s not requested, will demonstrate your interest in the role, and it will
help potential employers to understand your experience and capabilities
better.
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The Cover
Letter
The bottom line

• A cover letter should be short and to the point.
• The purpose of a cover letter is to summarize your experiences, not to
illustrate your career or life story.
• It’s good to include a cover letter with your resume, even if not
requested, because it provides the employer with a better
understanding of your experience.
• Sometimes a prospective employer will outline what they want to see in
your cover letter.
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THE
COVER
LETTER

Let’s take a
look at an
example…
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THE
COVER
LETTER

Let’s
break this
down…
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Cover Letters for
Releasees

Make your cover letter work for you
Cover letters can set your application apart from others by providing a
more detailed look at your history. Much like writing a resume it is
important to keep these facts in mind:
Demonstrate your impact: Use examples from your real life to
demonstrate how you contributed positively to your workspace. Everyone
has at least one example where they shared an idea, demonstrated
dedication, or provided exceptional support to their team.
Providing one or two sentences in your cover letter to explain how you
stood apart from the crowd will help your potential employer to know what
you can bring to their team.
• Example: “Particularly, as Cashier for FoodWorld, I helped develop a new
practice in the workplace which helped to take elderly clients groceries
to their car.”
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Cover Letters for
Releasees

Make your cover letter work for you
• Pro tip: Numbers help to illustrate your impact. They provide an exact
idea of your capabilities as an employee.
o Example: “As my attached resume shows, I have approximately
three years of experience in leadership and customer service
roles.”
o Example: “As a Cashier for FoodWorld, I demonstrated excellent
customer service skills by servicing over 100 customers a day with
fast-paced and attentive care.”
o Example: “As a Maintenance Worker, I maintained superior
cleanliness of common spaces for over 500 inmates.”
Exercise: Take the space below to draft 2-3 sentences that illustrate the
unique impact you’ve made on your past places of employment. It may
help to think of unique skills you have. Try and use numbers to illustrate
your impact in at least one of these sentences.
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Cover Letters for
Releasees

Make your cover letter work for you
List jobs while you were incarcerated: According to the Ontario Human
Rights Commission, “Employment decisions cannot be based on whether a
person has been convicted and/or pardoned for an offence under a
federal law, such as the Criminal Code, or convicted under a provincial
law.” However, “employers can refuse to hire someone based on a record of
offences only if they can show this is a reasonable and bona fide
qualification.”
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Cover Letters for
Releasees

Make your cover letter work for you
For many employers, a criminal background check is required for
employment. If you are going to apply for a job where a criminal
background check is required, you can share information about your
criminal record that you are comfortable with. Highlighting experiences
from when you were incarcerated provide you with extra opportunities to
demonstrate how you are fit for the position you are applying for.
• Example: “As a Cafeteria Worker, I supported the day-to-day
operations of the cafeteria by ordering food supplies for over 500
inmates.”
Exercise: Take the space below to highlight 2-3 jobs you’ve held while in
or out of a correctional facility, that highlight your unique set of skills
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Cover Letters for
Releasees

Make your cover letter work for you
Highlight relevant experiences: A cover letter needs to be tailored to
highlight experience that is relevant to the job you are applying for. Take
a moment to go through the job posting again. Look at the duties and
responsibilities category. Reflect on how your experiences make you
capable of fulfilling the duties and responsibilities of your desired role.
Sometimes, under the requirements or eligibility category of a job
posting, you will see that the employer is looking for some who has a
certain degree or years of relevant experience. If you don’t have the
degree that the employer is looking for, don’t be discouraged from
applying! If you have years of experience that is relevant to the position
you are applying for, still apply. Sometimes an employer will be more
likely to hire the person with experience over the person with education.
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Cover Letters for
Releasees

Make your cover letter work for you
o Example: “I bring years of experience in customer service that I
believe will be beneficial to this role. I started out as a Cashier for
FoodWorld before rapidly being promoted to Assistant Manager,
where I led the Customer Service department for six years.”
Keep your cover letter short: Again, a cover letter provides a sneak peek
at your resume. It is an opportunity to demonstrate your communication
skills and highlight your areas of expertise; however, it is not supposed to
tell your life story. Your cover letter should not be more than one page
long, and it should always be tailored to describe your relevant
experience to the role.
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COVER
LETTERS
FOR
RELEASEES

Now that we
have this
information,
here’s
another
example…
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Language Guide
Using action verbs

The language that we use in resumes and cover letters is important. The
more descriptive the language we use is, the better picture we can paint
about our skills.
Action verbs are a clear way that you can describe your ability to perform
the job you need to do. Many people use common words such as
“manage” or “assist”. Action verbs go beyond these common terms by
describing your past roles with engaging and descriptive language. When
used correctly, they can paint a clear picture of your capabilities and
achievements.

Examples of action verbs in resume
statements
• Supported the development of an effective check-out system for client
sales.
• Operated workplace machinery quickly and efficiently to boost team
productivity.
• Collaborated with colleagues to maintain superior hygiene standards of
general areas and cafeterias.
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Language Guide
Action Verb Chart

Instead of “manage” try words like:
Align

Advise

Consult

Cultivate

Direct

Enable

Facilitate

Formulate

Foster

Guide

Hire

Inspire

Mentor

Mobilize

Motivate

Recruit

Regulate

Supervise

Steer

Teach

Train

Unify

Oversee

Spearhead

Instead of “assist” try words like:
Abet

Aid

Advance

Boost

Help

Counsel

Coach

Cooperate

Collaborate

Dispatch

Facilitate

Maintain

Promote

Reinforce

Support
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Language Guide
Action Verb Chart

Instead of “use” try words like:
Apply

Adopt

Deploy

Handle

Mobilize

Operate

Promote

Restore

Revive

Guide

Instead of “create” try words like:
Alter

Built

Correct

Craft

Design

Devise

Draft

Engineer

Enhance

Establish

Fashion

Fix

Patch

Pilot

Rebuild

Resolve
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Language Guide
Action Verb Chart

Instead of “plan” or “organize” try words like:
Allocate

Anticipate

Arrange

Catalogue

Categorize

Classify

Collect

Consolidate

Convene

Edit

Monitor

Structure

Things to keep in mind
Be careful of the tense you’re using: If you no longer work with an
employer, make sure that the work experience you gained from that
employer is listed in your resume using the past tense.
For example, the sentence “I help clean tables,” would change to “I helped
clean tables,” because it happened in the past and you no longer do this.
Make sure the verb makes sense in its place: It is very tempting to use
expressive language for cover letters and resumes; however, it’s important
to be careful when choosing descriptive language to illustrate our work
history. Using big words in simple sentences may seem out of place, and
may hurt your chances of getting the job you’re interested in.
Remember: your resume and cover letter are chances to make a good first
impression. If you aren’t certain of the words to use, try reading your
sentences out loud to see if they make sense and are easy to understand.
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The Resume

Cover Letter and Resume-Building Guide
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THE
RESUME

Let’s look at
action verbs
in a resume…
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Template created by Grow with Google©, 2022; Adopted by Revitaled Reintegration
Services, 2022
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36

Resume
Takeaways
Resume Formatting

The resume format seen on the previous page is called a functional
resume.
A functional resume focuses more on an individual’s skills, abilities, and
experience, rather than their chronological work history. This resume format
is good to use if:
• You have been out of work for several years,
• You do not have an extensive work history, or
• You are transitioning to a new field of work.
The functional resume relies on grouping your skills into categories that
demonstrate your skills and expertise for a particular job. For example, if
you have a lot of experience in the customer service industry, two
categories you could place on your resume are “Customer Service” and
“Leadership”.
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Resume
Takeaways

Using actions verbs in resumes

Within the sample resume on page 36, we can see that this person
highlighted one of their skills to be “leadership and organization”. Within this
category, the person highlighted three skills using the action verbs
“directed,” “supported,” and “collaborated”.
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Resume
Takeaways

Using actions verbs in resumes

Exercise: Think of one job position that you’ve held in the past. In the space
below, describe 3-5 things you did in this position using action verbs. Refer
to the charts on pgs. 31-33 for support if needed.
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Resume
Takeaways
Highlighting your skills

There are three traditional forms of essential skills that you can highlight in
your functional resume:
1. Personal or adaptive skills: Personal or adaptive skills are skills that
describe personality traits that help you to do your job well. They could
be your communication skills or your attention to detail.
2. Transferrable skills: Transferrable skills are skills that you’ve learned or
developed in your past jobs that can be brought to your new job. Maybe
you used a software at your old job, and the hiring employer uses this
same software. This is something you can mention in your functional
resume.
3. Job-related skills: These are skills that you’ve learned in school or in
another job opportunity that aren’t related to the job you’re applying for
but can highlight your unique and useful skill set. For example, have you
ever trained someone? Do you know how to use machinery or a difficult
software? Do you have a certificate in a special course? These are
things you can highlight here.
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Resume
Takeaways
Highlighting your skills

Exercise: Take the space below to highlight 3-5 categories that you can
organize your unique skills into. Are these skills personal or adaptive,
transferrable, or job-related? As you are developing this list it may help
you to think about key responsibilities you’ve held in past employment
roles.
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Resume
Takeaways

Highlighting your education

When outlining your education in your resume:
• Highlight your accomplishments: If you had a high GPA or received
special awards during your time in school, you may want to mention
these. These are accomplishments that can highlight your skills, abilities,
and work ethic.
• Mention relevant certificates you’ve received: If you have special
certificates or licenses that are relevant to the job you are applying for,
include these in your resume.
Exercise: Do you have any notable diplomas, degrees, certificates, or
licenses? List them below along with the month and year you received it.
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Resume
Takeaways

Highlighting your work experience

When outlining your work experience in your resume:
1. Mention your history in reverse-chronological order, from most recent
to oldest: Reverse-chronological order means listing your most recent
job first and your oldest job last. Listing your job experience this way
showcases how you were able to make it to where you are today, and
how your most recent experiences will equip you for what you are about
to do next.
2. Be concise: The most important information you need to list when
highlighting your work experience is your role, your employer, and how
long you worked there for. If you are using a functional resume format,
you do not need to include any additional information about what you
did at those places of employment. This is already highlighted in your
skills category.
Exercise: Can you think of 2-3 positions you may want to include in your
next resume? List them below along with your employer, the year you
started, and the year you left.
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Keep these
things in mind
• Tailor each resume and cover letter for each job you apply for: It is likely
that the job description, expectations, and requirements will be different for
each job that you apply for. This is why it is best to tailor each resume and
cover letter for each job that you apply for.
Standard or “one-size-fits-all” resumes and cover letters often fail to
capture unique aspects about your experiences. Tailored resumes and
cover letters provide you with an opportunity to truly outline why you are
the best fit for the job you are applying for.
• Have references on hand: A reference is someone who can talk about
your work experience, work habits, character and skills. It is okay create a
space at the end of your resume to highlight references you have;
however, you should make sure that you choose your references carefully
and make sure that they are reliable. If you do not have any references on
hand, it is okay to write “References available upon request” at the end of
your resume. Note that not all employers ask for references; however, it is
best to be prepared in case they do ask for references.
If possible, try to choose references that work for the same places of
employment that are outlined in your resume.
• Look out for a job ID: A job ID number or reference number is an
identification tracking number that helps employers to identify information
about the job listing. Not all employers list a job ID in their job posting;
however, those that do typically want applicants to reference this job ID in
their cover letter. If you are going to include a job ID in your cover letter, you
can include it before your greeting.
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